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Name ____________________________    Class __________________  Date ____________

1 The word that a pronoun stands for, or 
refers to, is called its ________.  

 Circle the answer.

3 A pronoun that does not refer to a specific 
person, place, thing, or idea is called an 
________ pronoun.

8 Which gender is the pronoun in bold?

 My grandfather loves his vegetable 
garden.

10  Which word in the sentence is a   
 reflexive pronoun?  Underline it. 

 It is said that first-born children  

are hard on themselves.

4 Circle the antecedent of the pronoun 
in bold print. 

 Marta, have you fed the dog yet? 

9 Which gender is the pronoun in bold?

 When I reached for the water bottle,  
it slipped out of my hand.

2 The band members took ________ 
places.   

 Circle the correct pronoun.

7 Third person pronouns referring to 
females are said to be the ________ 
gender. 

6 Personal pronouns refer to nouns that 
name people or things.  A personal 
pronoun referring to the one speaking 
is in the ________ person.

Pronouns ELA 
G

5 Which word is the indefinite pronoun?  
Underline it. 

 Someone straightened my  

desk for me. 

antonym

1st 2nd 3rd

antecedent

insecure indefinite

inactive

synonym noun

intensive 

a.  theirs a.  masculine

a.  masculine

a.  masculine

b.  their b.  feminine

b.  feminine

b.  feminine b.  none

c.  his c.  neuter

c.  neutral

c.  neuter
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